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The Dynkin stopping problem with a constraint that the game must always terminate after some 
finite number of observations is considered. We give the equivalent conditions for the closedness 
of the game, one of which is of martingale form. We also find E-saddle points and prove that this 
O-saddle point is a certain kind of minimal one. 
optimal stopping problem * Dynkin’s game * finite constraint * martingale condition * saddle point 
1. Introduction 
Let (Q 9, P) be a probability space and (9n)ncN an increasing family of sub-cr- 
fields of 9, where N = (0, 1,2, . . .}. Suppose we are given three random sequences, 
{X,, n E N}, {Y,, n E N} and {W,,, n E N}, defined on (0,9, P) and adapted to 
(~&Z&J. Assume additionally that (i) X,, G W, s Y,, a.s. for every n E N, (ii) the 
r.v.‘s Xi and Yz are integrable for every n E N, and, (iii) the r.v.‘s ~up,,,~Xi and 
supnEN Y; are integrable, where xt = max(x, 0) and x- = max(0, -x). 
Let a stopping time 7 with respect to ($“)ntN denote a random variable taking 
values in N u {t-co} such that {T = n) E 9,, for every n E N. For each n E N, denote 
by A, (respectively, r,) the class of all stopping times 7 (resp. V) with respect to 
(9”)ilEN such that T 3 n a.s. and X;I,,,,, is integrable (resp. u 3 n a.s. and YzICCC,) 
is integrable), where IA is the indicator function of the set A E 26 Also for each 
stopping time P E r,, let A!,(a) denote the set of all ; E A, such that the stopping 
time 4 A c is a.s. finite, where 5 A p = min(& p), and for each stopping time T E A,, 
let A;( 7) denote the set of all 6 E I’,, such that 7 A 6 is a.s. finite. 
We consider the following stopping problem. When the first and the second 
players choose stopping times 7 E A, and u E I’,,, respectively, such that 7 A u is a.s. 
finite (hence T is in A!,(o) and u in Af,( T)), the reward paid to the first player from 
the second is equal to 
Then the aim of the first player is to maximize the expectation E[g(T, g)] with 
respect to 7 E A, and that of the second is to minimize this expectation with respect 
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to u E r,, under a constraint that the stopping time r A u is as. finite. We can define 
(illusory) upper and lower values corresponding to our problem by, respectively, 
V, = inf su p E[g(r, ~11, _v, = sup inf E[g(T, a)]. 
UE~,, wAn(rr) TEA, red;(r) 
We say that the stopping game is closed if 5, = _u,, for all n E N. 
Such a stopping game with a finite constraint has been firstly formulated in the 
recent paper [8]. The author in the paper has asserted that the stopping game is 
not necessarily closed and has given the sufficient conditions relative to the underly- 
ing sequences {X,, n E N} and {Y,, n E N} in order to guarantee that the equalities 
V, = _v, hold for any fixed n E N or all n E N. These conditions include the integrability 
of the r.v.‘s ~up,,,~X; or SUP,,~ Yz. He has also presented the constructive 
algorithm of the game value in terms of a truncation form under these conditions. 
It is however possible that even if neither sup,, Xi nor sup, Yz is integrable, the 
stopping game may be closed. For example, let X2,,,+r(ti) = Y*,,,(W) =0 and 
X,,(W)=-(m+l)=-Y,,+,(o) for every rn~N and all WEE, and let W,=X, 
for every n E iV. Then it is easily seen that sup, X; = sup, Y: = +a, but fi, = _v, = 0 
for all n E N. In the present paper we deal with this stopping game without the 
assumption of the integrability. The main purposes are to give equivalent conditions 
for the closedness of the stopping game, one of which is analogous to Neveu’s 
martingale condition, to find a-saddle points, and to prove that this O-saddle point 
is a certain kind of minimal one. In order to accomplish these we shall define the 
double essential bounds as follows; 
v” =essinfess sup E[g(T, a)I.F,J, 
osr” TEA:((T) 
_v, = ess sup ess inf E[g(T, a) 1 SJ. 
EA. VEA:(T) 
Let us recall the following result obtained in [8, Propositions 2.1 and 2.21, which 
is a fundamental one and plays an important role in the argument below. 
Proposition. The following assertions hold : 
(i) 6, = E[ v,,], _v, = E[ _V.] and 7” c _V, as. for every n E N. 
(ii) The sequence’s {v”, n E N} and { _V,, n E N} almost surely satisfy the equalities 
K = med(X,, Y,, EL k+, 1 ~A n E N (1.1) 
where the relation med(a, b, c) denotes the median of three real values a, b and c. 
We shall hereafter write v, and V,, when i& = _v, and v,, = 4/,,, respectively. When 
the stopping game is closed, we define the optimality and the saddle point as follows. 
Let E L 0 and n E N. A stopping time rE in A, is said to be (a, n)-optimal for the 
first player if 
v,<E[g(~,, a)]+& forall a~Az(r,), 
and a, E I’, is said to be (E, n)-optimal for the second if 
v,sE[g(~,u,)]-e forall~EAi(a,). 
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A pair (TV, oC) of stopping times is called an (E, n&saddle point if the stopping time 
TV A a, is a.s. finite, and if rE and ~7~ are (a, n)-optimal for the first and the second 
players, respectively. 
The game variant of optimal stopping problem without a finite constraint was 
already introduced by Dynkin [3]. He proved that this game is closed and found 
s-saddle point. Neveu [7, Section VI-61 and Elbakidze [4], moreover, studied the 
generalization of Dynkin’s game. Especially in [7, Proposition VI-6-91 it was proved 
that the value sequence is a unique one satisfying the recursive equations (1.1) and 
certain inequalities which are of martingale form. The closedness of continuous 
time stopping game without a finite constraint was studied in many literature (for 
example, Krylov [5], Bismut [l], Stettner [9] and Lepeltier and Maingueneau [6]). 
For the sake of simplicity, without further comments we assume that all inequalities 
and equalities between random variables hold in the sense of “almost surely”. 
2. Equivalent conditions for the closedoess 
Let the sequence { Fn, n E N} (resp. { YZ, n E N}) denote the greatest regular (resp. 
negative) submartingale dominated by the sequence { Y,, n E N}. Also let {J?,,, n E N} 
(resp. {XX, n E N}) denote the smallest regular (resp. positive) supermartingale 
dominating the sequence {X,,, n E N}. It then follows that for all n E N, ?n 2 YX, 
_ 
X,, s Xz and YX c Xz. Neveu [7, Proposition VI-6-91 was proved that the stopping 
game without a finite constraint is closed and the value sequence of the game is a 
unique solution to the recursive equation (1 .l) and the inequalities 
Y;s U,GXf, n E N. (2.1) 
However the inequalities (2.1) are useless in our problem, so we use (2.2) below 
instead of these. But it is not true in general that the inequalities ?,, < _%n hold for 
all n E N. We shall notice below that if the stopping game with a constraint is closed 
then these inequalities always hold. 
The main results in this section are as follows. 
Theorem 1. The following four conditions are equivalent: 
(4 
(b) 
(c) 
(4 
The stopping game is closed. 
Both sequences {v,,, n E N} and { _V,, n E N} satisfy the inequalities 
P&u,&n, n E N. 
For every n E N, 
E[inf Yk]~“]CEE[supXk].?&“]. 
kan kan 
The following inequality holds: 
lim inf Y, C lim sup X,. 
” n 
(2.2) 
0.3) 
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Theorem 2. If the stopping game is closed, then {V,, n E N} is the unique sequence 
satisfying the equalities (1.1) and the inequalities (2.2). 
To prove the above theorems we shall need several lemmas. Before stating 
these, let us touch upon the martingale property used in this paper (for details, 
see Propositions, 11-2-11, IV-5-24, IV-j-25 in [7]). The integrable submartingale 
{U,,, n E N} is said to be regular if { Uz, n E N} is uniformly integrable. Thus if 
E[sup,, N ULl< 00, then the integrable submartkgale { U,, n E N} is regular. If any 
integrable submartingale { U,,, n E N} is regular then for every pair T, , r2 of stopping 
times such that ~~ s T* the submartingale inequality U,, s E[ U,, 1 ST,] holds a.s., 
where U, = lim sup, U,, on the event {T = +a} (the optional sampling theorem). 
Also, for every integrable random variable U the sequence {E[ U ( Sn], n E N} is an 
integrable martingale and converges to E[ U 1 .Fm] a.s., where Sa= V, S,,. 
Lemma 1. If both sequences { vn, n E N} and { _V,, n E N} satisfy the inequalities (2.2), 
then the supermartingale { E[supkan X, 1 S,,], n E N} and the submartingale 
{E[inL,, Yk ( Pn], n E N} are both regular and, consequently, for every n E N, 
E[inf YklFn]S F .~v~~_v,~~“~E[supX,I~“]. (2.4) 
kan kan 
Proof. It certainly follows that the sequence {-E[supkan Y,) S,,], n E N} is a nega- 
tive (hence regular) submartingale dominated by {Y,, nEN1 and 
{E[supk=n X: I SJ, n E N} is a positive (hence regular) supermartingale dominating 
{X,,, n E N}. Thus, since { v”, n E N} and { _V,, n E N} satisfy (2.2), we have by the 
definitions of .& and ?“, 
-E[sup YJ SJ =G F n s vn s _v, s 2” s E[sup X:( 9J. 
kan kan 
Also by the definitions of y* and v,, we have 
(2.5) 
_VnZ essinf E[g(m,a)($,,]= essinf E[Y,19,,]~E[inf Ykls,,], 
mcA;(m) eA;(m) kzn 
since the stopping time (T in At(a) is a.s. finite, and similarly we have v, C 
E[supkzn Xk I EFn]. Thus by the inequalities (2.5) we obtain 
which implies that both sequences {E[supkzn Xk 1 snl, n E Nl and 
{Ebfk,, yk 1 s,,], n E N} are bounded by two uniformly integrable sequences. 
Hence the sequence {E[supkan Xk I .Fn], n E N} is a regular supermartingle dominat- 
ing{X,,, nE N}and{E[inf,,, Ykl%“], n E N} is a regular submartingale dominated 
by {Y,,, n E N}. Therefore by using, again, the definitions of 2” and ?“, we have 
the desired inequalities (2.4). q 
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For a random sequence {U,,, n E N} adapted to (9,,)ntN and for E Z 0, we define 
two stopping times, r,( n, U) and uE( n, U), by 
r,(n, U)=inf{k~n)Uk~Xk+E}, nsN, 
and 
oE(n, U)=inf{k>n)Uk3 Yk-&}, rr~ N, 
where we suppose that the infimum over empty set is equal to +a. Also, for a 
stopping time r we hereafter put U, = lim sup,, U,, on the event {r = +a} and we 
frequently write U(r) instead of U,. 
Lemma 2. If the (9,,)-adapted sequence {U,,, n E N} satisjes the inequalities 
E[ inf Yk 1 Sn] c U, s E[sup X,) Fn], n E N, (2.6) 
kzn kzn 
then the inqualities 
-03 < lim inf Y, G lim inf U, < lim sup U, s lim sup X, < +a 
n n n n 
(2.7) 
hold and hence, for any E > 0 and every n E N, r,(n, U) and ur,(n, U) are as. jinite 
stopping times in A, and r,,, respectively. 
Proof. Since the sequence {U,, n E N} satisfies the inequalities (2.6) it follows that, 
for an arbitrarily fixed m E N, 
E[ inf Ykjs,,]s U,,sE[sup Xkjsn], 
kz=m k=m 
if n 2 m. Since the r.v. sup&,, Xk is integrable and sm-measurable where sm = 
V, s,,, and so is the T.v. inf&m Yk, the preceding inequalities give 
-a < inf Yk < hm inf U,, 6 hm sup U,, c sup Xk < +a, 
kam n n ksm 
by the martingale property. Letting m t CO, we obtain the inequalities (2.7). Thus the 
first part is proved. The second is then an immediate consequence of the first. •i 
Lemma 3. Suppose there exists a sequence { U,, n E N} satisfying the equalities (1.1) 
and the inequalities (2.6), and let E 3 0 and n E N be arbitrary. 
(i) For any stopping time r E A, which is dominated by r,(n, U), the stopped 
sequence { U( T A m), m 2 n} is a regular submartingale and, consequently, for any 
oerII, 
U,~E[U(r/\o)]P,J. (2.8) 
(ii) For any stopping time cr E r,, which is dominated by o;(n, U), the stopped 
sequence { U( m A a), m 2 n} is a regular supermartingale and, for any r E A,, 
u,%?z[U(rho)~9J. 
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Proof. We shall show only the first statement. Let G-E A, be a stopping time such 
that r~ ~~(n, U). By the inequalities (2.6) it is not hard to check that 
E[ sup U+(T A m)] s E[sup x:1 < +a. 
rnZ=” keN 
(2.9) 
Next on the event {T> m}, we have U, > X,,, by the definition of ~~(n, U). 
Hence the equalities (1.1) imply that U ,,, c E[ U,,,,,) S,,,] on this event. As the result, 
wehaveE[U(rA(m-t1)1S,,,]~ U( T A m). This combined with the inequalities (2.9) 
implies that the sequence { U(T A m), m 2 n} is a regular submartingale. By the 
optional sampling theorem, we furthermore have the inequalities (2.8) for any 
stopping time u E r,. q 
Before getting in touch with the final lemma, we define the following constructive 
values by the backward inductions; for m E N, 
a:=E[su~ xki%nl, 
kzm 
aT=med(X,, Y,,E[cx~+~\TJ), n<m, HEN, (2.10) 
and 
P: = E[jntI, yk k,], 
22 
t%=medGG, Y,,~Wii+~(~d, n<m, neN. (2.11) 
Then by the inductive method it is not hard to show that for all n E N, 
and 
E[r”f, Yk)~~]=p::~~~+‘~p~+2~‘.’ 
2- 
We can hence define CY, = lim,+, (Y: and P,, = lim,?, p y for each n E N, and we 
observe that by letting rntce in the equalities (2.10) and (2.11) both sequences 
{%I, n E N} and {pn, n E N} satisfy the equalities (1.1). 
For these sequences we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. If the inequalities (2.3) are satis-ed then, for every n E N, 
E[inf Yk[s,,]s-p ” c (Y, c E[sup X, ( Fn]. 
kz=n ksn 
Proof. The inequalities (2.3) imply that LY z 3 p “, , for all n E N. Assume that, for 
every jE N and some kE N, CY:+~> pyk. Then we obtain, for each n E N, 
~~i+~+‘=med(X,,, Y,, E[azI:+‘)P”]) 
Z- med(X,, Y,, E[pZIlk”) 9”]) = /3z’k’1. 
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Thus by the induction we have a,” Z= p: for all n, m E N with n c m. Letting m T 00, 
we obtain the inequalities 
for every n E N. q 
Remark 1. In the above lemma, in point of fact, the equalities (Y, = p., n E N, hold, 
as verified below in the proof of the implication (c) 3 (a) of Theorem 1. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main theorems. 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a)+(b). We first observe by Proposition that when the 
stopping game is closed, that is, 5” = _u, for all n E N, the r.v.‘s v” and _V, almost 
surely coincide for all n E N. 
Next we shall show that the inequalities (2.2) hold. The definition of v,, implies 
that 
since X, 5 ??r if any stopping time r is a.s. finite. But as the sequence {X,,, n E N} 
is a regular supermartingale, we have E[& ( .Fn] s zn for any T E A, and thus the 
above inequalities imply 3, G _?,,. Similarly, we get 
_V, > ess inf E[ Y, I .Fnl 
rraA:(m) 
Hence the inequalities (2.2) hold by the fact of v,, = _V,. 
(b)*(c). This is part of what was proved in Lemma 1. 
(c)e(d). Since in general the inequalities infk,, Yk s lim infk Yk and sup&nXk 2 
lim sup, Xk hold for all n E N, the implication (d) =$ (c) iS trm. COnVerSely, (c)=3(d) 
has been already verified in the proof of Lemma 2. 
(c)+(a). By Proposition it suffices to verify that v,, = _V, for all n E N. From 
Lemma 4 both sequences {(Y,, n E N} and {&, n E N} satisfy the inequalities (2.6). 
Now let n E N be fixed but arbitrary and let F be positive. From Lemma 2 a stopping 
time T,( n, (Y) = rE,, say, is as. finite, and hence it is an element in A!,( a) for every 
u E r,. Also, since the sequence {(Y,, n E N} satisfies the equalities (1.1) and the 
inequalities (2.6), Lemma 3(i) implies that, for every (TE I’,,, 
(2.12) 
On the event {7,<u} we have (Y(7,)~X(T,)+&=g(T~,a)+& by the definition 
of T,( n, a), whilst on the event {TV > ti} we have LY(V) G Y, = g( rE, a) and lastly on 
the event {rE =a} we have CY(~,)GX(~,)+ ES W(r,)+.e=g(r,,~)+&.Hencefrom 
the inequality (2.12) we get 
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and so, for every u E r,,, 
since 7E is in A:(a) for any UE I’,,. Thus taking the essential infimum on u E I’,, and 
letting E&O we have (Y, G Vn. Conversely, the proof of the inequalities Pn z _V,, 
n E N, are given entirely symmetrically using the finite stopping time (T, (n, /3), E > 0, 
n E N. Hence from Proposition and Lemma 4 we have V,, = (Y, = fin = _V,, and so 
the proof of the implication (c)+(a) is complete. Cl 
Remark 2. By the above proof and Lemmas, we note that when the stopping game 
is closed, the value sequence {V,, n E N) satisfies the inequalities (2.6) and (2.7). 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let { U,, n E N} be an arbitrary sequence satisfying the equalities 
(1.1) and the inequalities (2.2). With the help of Lemma 1, this sequence then 
satisfies the inequalities (2.6) as well. Thus it follows from Lemma 2 that when E 
is positive ~,(n, U) is an a.s. finite stopping time in A, for each n E N. Hence, by 
an argument similar to that given in the proof of the implication (c)+(a) we have 
V,, G U, s Vn for every n E N. Therefore the fact that V,, = Vn = _V,, n E N, implies 
the uniqueness of the sequence {V,,, n E N}. q 
3. Saddle points 
We shall first investigate the existence of (F, n)-saddle points. 
Theorem 3. If the stopping game is closed, then the following assertions hold: 
(i) For any E > 0 and each n E N the pair (T,( n, V), aE( n, V)) of stopping times 
is an (E, n) -saddle point. 
(ii) For each n E N two stopping times, T,,(n, V) and (+O(n, V), are (0, n)-optimal 
for the jirst player and for the second, respectively. Moreover if the stopping time 
~~(n, V) A aO(n, V) is a.s. finite, then the pair (T,J n, V), a,(n, V)) is a (0, n)-saddle 
point. 
Proof. Let n be in N and let F be nonnegative. We write To and cr, instead of 
TE(n, V) and uE(n, V), respectively. It then follows from Lemma 3 that, for every 
TE a’,(~,) and every (+E Am, 
E[V(T A v.,) ( sn] GV,GEE[V(T,AW)\~F~]. (3.1) 
On the event {T < us} we have V(T) 3 X(T) = g( T, (T,), on the event {T > o,} we have 
V(a,) s Y( o,) - E = g( 7, a,) - E by the definition of aE( n, V), and on the event 
{T = rc} we have V(a,) 2 W(a,) - E = g( 7, a;) - E. Thus the first inequality of (3.1) 
implies that, for every T E A:((+,), 
Vn a E[V(T A a,) 1 sn] 2 Ek(T, cg) (3rd - E, (3.2) 
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Symmetrically we have, for every WE Az(r,), 
Therefore, for each E 2 0, T, and cr, are (a, n)-optimal for the first and the second, 
respectively. In particular when E is positive it follows from Lemma 2 that the 
stopping time TV A a, is a.s. finite, so that the pair (TV, aE) is an (E, n)-saddle point. 0 
In the usual optimal stopping problem the minimal property of optimal stopping 
time has been already studied, for example, in Chow and Robbins [2, Theorem l] 
and Neveu [7, Proposition VI-l-31. Finally in our problem we shall prove that the 
pair (TJ n, V), aO( n, V)) is a minimal saddle point in the sense that ~~(n, V) A 
aO( n, V) s T* A uo(n, V) for another (0, n)-saddle point (T*, a,,(n, V)), if any. 
Theorem 4. Suppose the stopping game is closed, and let n be in N. If there is a stopping 
time T* E A, for which a pair (T*, v,,( n, V)) is a (0, n)-saddle point, then the stopping 
time ~~(n, V) A oO(n, V) is not grerater than T* A a,(n, V) and consequently the pair 
(~~(n, V), oO( n, V)) is a (0, n)-saddle point. If there is Q stopping time CT* E I’, for 
which a pair (rO(n, V), a*) is a (0, n)-saddle point, then rO(n, V) A vO(n, V) is not 
greater than r,,(n, V) A CT* and (r,,( n, V), o,,(n, V)) is u (0, n)-saddle point. 
Proof. We write u0 instead of o,Jn, V). Since a pair (T*, co) is a (0, n)-saddle point 
we have the equality n, = E[g(r*, a,,)]. By the inequality (3.2) we also obtain 
v, 2 E[V(r* A a,) 1 snla &T(T*, go) 1 $“I. 
Hence we get the equality 
V, = J?[ v(T* A q,)] = E[g(r*, a,)]. (3.3) 
Now suppose the event {X( r*) < V( T*) and T* < co} has positive probability. Then 
since V(oO) = Y(a,,) 2 W(a,) if o0 is finite, we have 
which contradicts the equality (3.3). Thus on the event {T* < ao} we have X(7*) = 
V( T*) a.s., and hence rO( n, V) s T* on this event. Therefore rO( n, V) A a,,C T* A a, < 
+m a.s., which also implies by Theorem 3 that the pair (rO(n, V), uO(n, V)) is a 
(0, n)-saddle point. 
The second part is similarly proved by the symmetric method. 0 
Corollary. Suppose the stopping game is closed. For each n E N, zfa pair of the stopping 
times (T*, a*) is a (0, n)-saddle point and if either T* A a,(n, V) or rO( n, V) A CT* is 
a.~. finite, then the pair ( TO( n, V), oO( n, V)) is a (0, n) -saddle point. 
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Proof. Suppose, for example, the stopping time T* A a,-,( n, V) is as. finite. Since the 
stopping times T* and a,( n, V) are (0, n)-optimal for the first player and the second, 
respectively, the pair (T*, a,( n, V)) is a (0, n)-saddle point. Thus Theorem 4 implies 
the desired result. 0 
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